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The theorem of Radon—Nikodym in operator-ringg. 
By L. PUKANSZKY in Szeged. 
Preliminaries. In the following M denotes a weakly closed ring of 
operators on a Hilbert space which contains no purely infinite projections, 
i. e. we suppose that for every projection P£M there exists a finite pro-
jection1) M with Q ^ P. As it is shown in [1] (especially ch. V., p. 40) 
there exists a suitable two-sided ideal m of M, and a positive linear functi-
onal <p defined on m, with the following additional properties: 
(i) For every B£M and A£m we have <p(AB) = <p(BA). 
(ii) If A£m is the 1. u. b. of an increasing directed set F of positive 
operators im m, then we have <p(A) = 1. u. b. tp(Ar). . 
A'TF 
(iii) If y(P) = 0 for a projection P£m, it follows that P=0. 
(iv) The 1. u. b. of the projections2) in m is the unit operator I. 
(v) 9 is maximal i. e. it cannot be extended to a two-sided ideal of M 
which contains m properly. 
We shall call such a functional <p a trace. Property (v) implies that if 
A£M is the 1. u. b. of an increasing directed set F of positive operators in 
m such that the 1. u. b. q>(A') is finite, then A£m, and hence by property (ii) 
A'TF 
<jp(A) = l. u. b. qp(A') (cf [1] lemma 5.5). The two-sided ideal generated by 
A'TF 
the projections of m will be denoted by mr. For every operator A£mr there 
exists a projection P in m such that PA = AP = A, and for every A£ M, A ^ O, 
the set of positive operators in mr bounded by A forms an increasing direc-
ted set with an upper bound equal to A. 
In particular if M is finite (i. e. contains only finite projections) and 
<j-finite (see below) then we can take m^=M. We shall use also the fact 
that the restriction of 90 to a projection Pi m, i. e. the functional ip(A) = <p(PA) 
is continuous in the weak sequential topology [cf. [2], Theorem 3, Corollary 8]. 
By q and r we shall denote two positive functionals on M, which are 
continuous in the strong and hence also in the weak topology if they are 
') A projection P in an operator-ring M is called finite if M contains no partial 
isometry with initial domain P£> and terminal domain C P&, Qfe ± Pfi. 
2) The 1. u. b. of a set {Pa} of projections in M is the minimal projection 
such that P a ^ P for. all {P„}. 
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restricted to the unit sphere [cf. [2], Theorem 2]. p will be supposed absolu-
tely continuous with respect to T, in symbols p-< r, in the sense that if 
T ( P ) = 0 for a projection P £ M , than we have also ( > ( P ) = 0 . 
A projection P£M is called a-finite, if every disjoint family of projec-
tions in M bounded by P is at most countable. The ring M itself is said to 
be a-finite if the operator / is a-finite. 
We denote by ntp (resp. M;)) the set of projections in m (resp. in M). 
A closed, densely defined operator T is said to „belong" to M, in 
symbols Ti] M, if it commutes with every operator in M'. 
Introduction. In a recent paper [7] I. E. SEGAL has given a systematic 
development of a theory of „non-commutative integration" in operator-rings 
which summarizes in a certain sense the various analogies between the theory 
of measures and the theory of rings of operators emphasized already by 
F. MURRAY and J . VON NEUMANN in their fundamental papers and developed 
by several authors in these years. In particular SEGAL generalizes by aid of 
this theory a special case of the important extension of the classical Radon— 
Nikodym theorem by H. A. DvE(cf. [7], Theorem 14, p. 433; and [3], Corol-
lary 5. 1 and Theorem 4, p. 268). 
The purpose of the present note is to give an alternative approach to 
both theorems; instead of SEGAL'S theory of integration we use J. DIXMIER'S 
theory of traces in arbitrary operator-rings, cf. [1]. Firstly we prove a theo-
rem (Theorem I) which is equivalent to the theorem of SEGAL cited above, 
a»d then, in the case of a finite and a-finite ring, we derive from this DYE 'S 
extension of the Radon—Nikodym theorem (Theorem II). We formulate these 
theorems as follows: 
Theorem I. Let (p be a trace defined on the two-sided ideal m of the 
ring M. Then to every positive functional q on M we can find a positive (in 
•x 
general unbounded) operator H = | Id Ex, Hi] M, such that for every .A^M 
u 
we have 
9{A) = <p{AH). 
If H is unbounded, the right-hand side of the last equation is interpreted 
as lim <p(AHi), where 
t-»0 /i — 
H"e = | IdEx 6 m. 
e 
T h e o r e m II. If M is finite and a-finite, and o and r are two posi-
tive functionals such that q -<T then there exists a closed, densely defined 
operator. T, 7*i/M, such that 
o(A)^-T(rAT) for all A £ M. 
* 
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If T is unbounded, then, T= WH being the polar decomposition of T 
x 
and H= [ Id Ei, T(T" AT) is interpreted as lim r (T;,ATn), where T, = TE„, 
o 
Our proof of 1 consists in a direct construction of H by a method which 
became already classical in the theory of semi-ordered spaces and its appli-
cations, especially in the spectral theory and theory of measures cf. [6]. Im-
portant role is played in the course of the proof by a lemma which is similar 
to one used by MURRAY and v. NEUMANN in [5] (cf. lemma II). 
1. Firstly we need some lemmas. 
Lemma I. (For. a similar reasoning cf. [5], lemma 3. 2. 1 and 3. 2. 2.) 
(p and Q being defined as in Theorem I form the functional QX — 9—Icp 
defined on in, for / > 0, and put m>= 1. u. b. Q, (P) ( Ä (>(/)). Then there exists 
PT 
a projection E>. £ m,, such that o, (E>) = mk. 
P r o o f : Put nx —1. u. b. ex (A); we show first the existence of an oper-
( JSAS/ 
a t m 
ator i4o€ni with o;.(i4„) = nx. To do this, we choose a sequence of operators 
A„£ in (/i = l , 2 , . . . ) such that O ^A,,^ / and lim (>x(A„) = nk. Observe that ' « 00 
by the properties of q, <p and mr we can choose An £ mr; from this follows 
the existence of a sequence of projections P„£m ( « = 1 , 2 , . . . ) such that 
PnAn = An (n== 1,2, . . .) . Each P„ is o-finite, because <p(P„) is finite and 
since <p(P)>0 for P=|= O. Therefore if we put P— I. u. b. P„, P is the 1. u. b. 
n = l ,2 , . . . 
of a sequence of projections of the form P" 3) (v— 1,2,. . .) . Using the diago-
nal process we can determine a subsequence of the sequence A„ (we denote 
it again by A„) such that for every fixed v the sequence Anzv converges 
"weakly in $>• But since the elements of the form Z ^ i A ' ^ , A^M', are 
dense in P§, the same is true for any sequence A„y with and hence 
for every sequence A„x with x arbitrary in Putting 
weak lim Anx = A0x for 
u » 
we have evidently M, O ^ An ^ / and, by definition, A0= weak lim A„. 
«-•OD 
Next we show that (>>. (A0) = n>.. Observe that by the definition of the 
A,'s, and by the continuity property of p (cf. Preliminaries) lim <p(A„) = a 
)1 -*• ao 
exists, and hence it suffices to show that A^m and <p(A0) = a. But by the 
maximal property of y> this is contained in the following statement: if 
O ^ B Z nr and ß g An then cp(B) ^ a (cf. Preliminaries). Indeed ß£iur implies 
.•!) pM' denotes the projection on the subspace spanned by the vectors A'z (A' £ M'). 
« 
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PB = B for some Pi nip, hence B g PA0P£m and 0 ^<p(B)^q>(PA0P) = 
= \im<p(PAnP)^\imq>(An) = a, <p being weak-sequential continuous if 
N-FC-AO N OD 
restricted to finite projections. 
Finally we show that we may replace A0 by a projection P0 enjoying 
the same maximum property as i40; P0 will have then evidently the proper-
ties required for Ex. Let A0=§ndF^. be the spectral representation of A0-
0 a 
Then we have Qx(A0Fa)=j fid(— Qx(I—Fm)) 4) for every a s 0. Qx(A0Fa) is 
an increasing function of a; otherwise we could find an interval d=[a, /?] 
such that putting F(J) = F?—Fa we should have QX(F(J)A0) < 0, and this 
would imply qx{(I—F(J))Ao)> Qx(A<?), but this contradicts to the definition 
of A0, because plainly A0(I—F(J))£ m and O ^ A0(/—F(J)) ^ I. 
Thus —qx(I—/>) is an increasing function of n if ft > 0; hence, using 
also the maximal property of A0, we have 
i 
jrdi-QxV-FJ) =§ Qx(I-Fa) ?x(A0) = nx 
a 
for every a > 0. For a-+0 the integral tends to thus (noting the defini-
tion of (>*) /—F+o^m and qx(I—F+o) = /ix, i. e. nl = mx-
Note that we may suppose that for any P^Ex with Qx(P) = 0 we have 
P=0, for otherwise choose a maximal system of orthogonal projections 
{PM} ^ Ex such that Qx(Pv) = 0. By the countable additivity of Qx for pro-
jections ^ Ex, Ex— in place of Ex evidently has the required prop-
erty. 
L e m m a I I . (Cf. [4], l emma 3 . 3 . 1 . ) Let Ex as defined in lemma /. Then 
for every A^NL we have Q(AEX) = Q(EXA). 
P r o o f : Evidently it suffices to prove this for qx in place of q, and 
for a self-adjoint Consider the function: g>t(a) = («<0). As 
|9>£(a)| = 1, U=<pe(A) is ^M and unitaiy. We have 9>£(a)= 1 + 2 / m - f f2i/>e(a) 
2 a 2 
where ifjc(a) = ^ — r ^ , further ||i/it(,4)|| gj 2||i4||2. By the maximal property 
of Ex we have 
0±i QX(EX)-9x(UEXU') = 
= QX(EX)-QX([I + 2 is A + [ / - 2 / ^ + ^ ( 4 ) ] ) ' = 
= 2isQx(AEx-ExA) + 0 ( f ) . 
4) Observe that I — F ^ m for i o 0 > °
 i f ^o£111 because I — F ^ — AoT, where 
I 
r = j M. 
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But this implies the result announced, because € is arbitrary ^0. 
Remark . We note that by a similar reasoning as applied in lemma I 
and II we can obtain the following result: Let q be a real linear functional 
(i. e. which takes real values for self adjoint operators) defined on an arbitrary 
operator-ring M and continuous in the strong (hence also in the weak) topo-
logy if restricted to the unit sphere of M (cf. [2J Theorem 2). Then q can be 
represented as the difference of two disjoint positive functionals defined on M. 
(Here we call two positive functionals disjoint, if their carrier projections are 
orthogonal; cf. [3] p. 264). To see this we denote by S the positive part of the 
unit sphere of M, and determine an operator A£S such that p(A) = sup p(A'). 
A'iS 
For this it suffices to remark that S is compact in the weak topology and 
hence the continuous real-valued function p(A') (A'dS) takes its maximum 
for an i4£«S. Next applying the corresponding reasonings of the lemmas I 
and II (replacing qx by q) we can show that A can be taken as a projec-
tion £ £ M and that p(£A) = p(A£) for every A€M. Finally putting Pi(A) = 
= Q(EA), Q-I(A) = —p((/ — E)A) (A € M), p = p,—& plainly yields the desired 
representation. 
L e m m a III. For I ^ /i we have £x ^ E^. 
Proof : It follows from the definition of Ex that if P<?M, P ^ £x, then 
we have px(P) ^ 0; indeed, P£x = P gives P£m,, and if Px(P)<0 then 
Cx(£x—P) > Px(fx) which contradicts to the definition of £x. Hence we have 
also for every positive A£M with £xA = A: px(A) ^ 0. Applying lemma II 
it follows ex(£x(/— £M)) = ex(£x(/— £V)£x)§=0. Similarly if A(/—£„) = A 
and A £in, A ^ O, we have (v(A)^O and since pM(A) ^ px(A) for every 
A § O, it follows (again by lemma II) 
g ^ I - E , ) ) = ( [ / - £ „ ] £ , . [ / - £ , ] ) ^ ( v ( [ / - £ J £ x [ / - £ , ] ) ^ 0 . 
But these inequalities together imply px(£x(/—£,,))== 0. From this it follows 
by the remark at the end of lemma I that £x(/—£M)£x = 0 or (/—£u)£x = O, 
£x = £^£x, qu. e. d. 
P r o o f of T h e o r e m 1: By lemma III lim£x = £ exists. The 
CD 
reasoning in lemma III shows that px(£) ^ 0 for every A >0, hence 
0 ^ <p(£) lim = 0, which gives £ = O. Similarly we can put F= lim Ee. oo A e-*- 0 
If my, and Q ^ I—F we have by the above argument p£(Q) ^ 0 for every 
s > 0 , hence p(Q) = 0. But since I—F is the 1. u. b. of the projections Q^m,,, 
Q^I—£ (cf. Preliminaries; this follows from property (iv) of <p), by the 
continuity property of q we have p(/—£) = 0. 
We define now 
) 0 if AgO , f 
I /—E-, if I > 0; H 
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and show that H satisfies the requirements of Theorem I. For this it suffices 
to prove that 
q{A FO = <f(A Hi) (we put F? == —Ft) 
for every .A^M and n > s > 0, because by the strong sequential continuity of 
0 and by the definition of Fx we have lim (>(i4Fe'') = p(A). 
Consider now a subdivision of the interval [ f , b y the points 
1 = / „ < ? . , < . . . < ¿n = /j. Let Jk be the' interval (4-i , h). For every projec-
tion P with P g F(Jk) = Fk}—Fxk_t = Exk_i—Exk we have 0 ^ 9>.k^(P), and 
hence for evety A & O with AF(Jk) = A we have 
0 exk_t (A) = 9(A)-Xk-i<p(A) ^ 
If we have by lemma II: 
p m ^ W - ^ - K f ^ W / I F ^ ) ) ! si ||A|| sup (h—h-i)<r(F?)~ 
k=l, 2 , . . . 
h 
Hence finally, putting H(A)= J Id Fx, we have for an arbitrary .A£M 
\q(AF>)-<p{AW)| ii 2^=1 \Q{AF(A))-kk-MAF{A))\ + 
+ Z'^\9(AH(Jk))-h-MAF(Jk))\^2\\A\\ sup (lk—i*-i)<p(F?). k=\, -2, . . . 
Since sup (¿k—tk-i) is arbitrary small the desired equality follows. 
2. In the following we shall suppose that M is a finite and a-finite 
ring, p and r are positive functionals on M which are strongly continuous 
on the unit sphere, p - c t and the trace <p is defined for every j 4 £ M , or 
m = M (for these cf. Preliminaries). 
Before passing to the proof of theorem II, we need two lemmas6): 
L e m m a IV. Suppose that (>(A) ^ (Ax, x) for a fixed element xiio 
and for every positive A^M. Then there exists an such that p(.A) = (.4 y, y) 
for every A £ M. 
P r o o f : Consider the subspace 2JI of $ spanned by the elements 
{Tx},T£M. For u = Tx and v = Sx (T,S£M) the number (u,t;), = e(S*r) 
depends only on u and v, because by assumption from Tx = 0 (T^M)-follows 
0^(Tx,Tx)l = o(rT)^(Tx,Tx) = 0 or (Tx,Tx)x = 0. 
Hence (u, v)t defines a ¿»linear form for the elements {Tx}(T£M) of 9ft, 
which is evidently bounded and positive. Therefore it can be extended by 
continuity to all elements of By a familiar theorem of the theory of oper-
a) These are essentially Lemma 2.2 and Theorem 1 in [3]. We repeat the slightly 
(modified proofs for the convenience of the reader. 
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ators there exists a positive operator B on 2)i such that (u, t)i = (Bu, i) for 
every u,v£Tl. Putting u=Tx,v = Sx,(S,T£ M) we have (BAu, ?.) = 
= (A u, /•), = P(5M T) = (u, A'v\ = (A Bu, v) for every S, T, A £ M which 
i 
gives AB = BA on itt for a fixed A. Hence, finally, putting y = B^x: 
i i 
o(A) = (BAx, x) = (ABTx, B2 x) = (Ay, y) (A £ M). 
L e m m a V. For every M;, there exists a Q £ M,,, Q s P , and an 
element y £ & such that p(Q A Q) — (Ay, y) for A £ M. 
P r o o f : We need only to show that every P£M;, contains a Q£M ; , 
such that for every Q' ^ Q, Q'£MP, we have p(Q') g (Q'x, x) with a fixed 
x££>. Indeed, from this it follows evidently that p(A) ^ (Ax, x) for every positive 
A£M such that QA — A; but by lemma IV this implies p(Q/iQ) = (Ay,y) 
for A£M and a suitable 
Choose now x£P.<j such that p(P) ^ (x, x). If we have p(Q') ^ (Q'x, x) 
for Q ' ^ P,Q'€MP, then P = Q and x satisfies our requirements. Other-
wise choose a maximal system of orthogonal projections {Pa} £ Mj, (« = 1,2,...) 
bounded by P, and such that p(P«) > (Pax,x) (« = 1 , 2 , . . . ) . We have neces-
sarily P— Z"=iP<* 4= O; for otherwise using'the continuity property of p we 
should have p(P) > (x, x), which contradicts to the choice of x. Hence, putting 
Q = P — Z^Pa, Q evidenlly meets our requirements. 
P r o o f of T h e o r e m II: Replace p by cp in lemma V and let 
{P«}6) ( « = 1 , 2 . . . ) be a maximal system of orthogonal projections £ M enjoying 
the property described there for Q: for every « ( « = 1 , 2 , . . .) there exists an 
element x a £ £ such that <p(PnAPa) = <p(PaA) = (Axa, xa) for A £ M. By 
lemma V we have necessarily ¿T=iPa = /. Using the strong continuity of 
<p it follows 
9 ( A ) = 9>(AP. ) = . Z ' < L I ( A X ( I , x a ) . 
Applying Theorem I, the positive functionals p and r can be represented 
for all A£M in the following form: p(A) = (p(AH"), r(A) = <p(AH'), where 
, X 
H',H" are positive hermitian operators belonging to M. Let / / ' = J Id Ex, 
0 
then we have //'£„ = / / » £ M since H' belongs to M, and for every A £ M : 
r(A) = lim <p(AHZ). 
rt "X) 
Using the above representation of <p, we have for « = 1 ,2 , . . . 
T(/) IS cp(m) = g L i ||H,'Jxa ||2. 
This shows that every xa (« = 1, 2 , . . . ) is in the domain of definition of the 
(in general unbounded) operator H'-, and putting ya = H'-xa (« = 1,2,...) 
6) The countability of this system follows from the <r-finiteness of M. 
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we have .2«==i||)'a||i < + ?°. From this follows: 
T ( A ) = !im <p(KÂ) = lim <p(H;2 AHn2 ) = 
n-»ao • n~*-ao 
= lim 'Z'Ll(Am*xa, Hn 2xa).= (Aya, ya) (A€M). 
n oo 
Similarly, xa (a = 1 ,2 , . . . ) lie in the domain of definition of the operator 
H"2, and we have putting za=?H"2xa («-= 1 ,2 , . . . ) 
9(A) = 2a=l(Aza,Za) ( i 4^M) . 
To complete our proof it suffices to show the existence of a closed, 
densely defined operator. T belonging to M such- that za — Tya (a =1,2,...). 
To do this we proceed as follows. Since Q-<T, T(P) = 0 implies Ç{P) = 0 
for P£MP. But T(P) = lim <p(HûP), and observing that g>(P) = 0 implies 
P—Ô for P i Mp it follows / / „ ' P = O 0 = 1 , 2 , . . . ) or H'P = O. Similarly 
C (P ) = 0 for a P ^ M p implies H"P=0. Resuming, g-<r implies H"P=0 
CC 
<P^Mp) if H'P=0, or Range // '2Range H". But putting ~dEx 
» ! ' 6 
(//' =j id Ex) the closed extension T of H": J plainly satisfies our require-
o 
ments (for the existence of this extension see [3], p. 264, where the. results 
of [4], pp. 221—229 are generalized to finite rings), for if P0.is the projection 
on Range H' we have 
J. .L J. 1 
Tya=H"
2 JH' 2 Xa±= H" - PaXa=H"  2 Xa = Za ( « = 1 , 2 , . . . ) , 
qu. e. d. 
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